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Alderman Connolly loses
fight to keep teaching job
By ED KEMMICK
Montana Kalinin Raportar

Photo by Suzann* Bradley

Aber Day warm ups
off to a dusty start
by LAUREL STEWART

ly 60 participants raced to retrieve
their 120 shoes that had been
scrambled into one pile.
About 20 people, their faces,
These competitions, including
hands and hair covered with white other similarly unorthodox games,
powder, coughed, wheezed, spat will be continued from 4 to 6 p.m.
and slapped at themselves while a tomorrow, Monday and Tuesday
haze of powder settled over one on the Oval.
section of the University of Monta
Several other Aber Day activities
na Oval.
will be held Tuesday evening, May
A student dramatization of Mis
16. A barbecue, catered by the
soula’s air pollution problem?
Food Service and served by UM
No, just the beginning of the deans and administrators, will be
“Almost Anything Goes” competi held on the Oval from 4 to 6 p.m.
tions sponsored by Campus Re The barbecue is free to UM stu
creation in honor of Aber Day. dents with meal passes, and the
These students, in teams of ten, general public will be charged
blew flour out of frisbees. At the $1.50.
west end of the Oval, two more
The UM Jazz Workshop will play
teams were engaged in a relay race during the barbecue. From 6 p.m.
that involved long-distance to dusk, music will be provided by
sunflower-seed spitting.
Gove, a guitarist, and Brian BowAnd the afternoon culminated
in a contest in which approximate
• Cont. on p. 8.
Montana Kalinin Reporter

Ward 5 Alderman Tom Connolly
lost his bid to be reinstated in his
eighth-grade teaching position at
Rattlesnake School last night in a
grievance hearing before the Dis
trict 1 board of trustees.
The trustees voted 4-3 to uphold
the decision of Rattlesnake School
Principal Dave Price not to rehire
Connolly next fall.
The board, in a 6-1 vote, also
denied a request by Phil Campbell,
Montana Education Association
representative and Connolly's bar
gaining agent, to appeal the deci
sion before an arbitrator. Camp
bell then said he would appeal the
board's decision in court.
Connolly asked for the grie
vance hearing before the board on
the grounds Price had violated
Connolly's contract by failing to
follow due process in dismissing
him.
Campbell said Connolly's con
tract specified that a teacher who
has been notified his performance
is lacking is to “ receive assistance"
and "time to adapt to recom
mended changes." He said the
contract also requires the principal
to visit the teacher's classroom to
work with the teacher and to give
suggestions for assistance before
a formal evaluation is made.
Campbell maintained Price had
not fulfilled those provisions.
Price said he decided to not
rehire Connolly after receiving
“ numerous” complaints from par
ents and after making his own
evaluation of Connolly's perfor
mance.
Connolly, who has been teach
ing at Rattlesnake School for three
years, would have received tenure
had he been rehired next year.
Price noted it is much more
difficult to dismiss a tenured than a
non-tenured teacher, and given
Connolly's record, he felt obligat
ed to fire him.
Connolly said that after an
October meeting with Price, he
had the impression his teaching
performance had been satisfacto
ry and Price was encouraging him
to continue using the same teach
ing methods. In two subsequent
meetings, Connolly said, Price
again seemed to be lodging no
specific complaints.
Then on Feb. 9, Connolly said,

Price Informed him he might not be
rehired and Connolly had better
work hard to improve his perfor
mance.
On March 13, Price submitted a
formal recommendation to the
school board that Connolly not be
rehired.
Connolly said the Feb. 9 meeting
was the first time he was aware
Price was dissatisfied with his
work and even then, Price had not
stated specific criticisms of his
performance.
"I am still not clear to this day
that serious problems exist,” Con
nolly said.
Connolly received loud ap
plause from the audience of about
100 people by saying he found “the
contention that I am not a good
teacher very repulsive."

Price countered Connolly's
claims by saying he had observed
Connolly’s classroom on a number
of occasions and had given him
written evaluations of his work.
He also said in his meetings with
Connolly, he had tried to let him
know that he might not be rehired
next year.
Price continued that he told
Connolly on several occasions his
teaching needed some improve
ments and that he had worked with
Connolly on those improvements.
“ I put my integrity on the line” by
recommending to the school
board that Connolly not be re
hired, Price said.
Several board members questi
oned whether Price had given

•
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Cosby show profits
may not be donated
By VICTOR RODRIGUEZ
Montana Kalmln Raportar

Part of the profits from the Bill
Cosby concert, originally intended
for donation to the six-mill levy
campaign fund, may be kept by
ASUM Programming because of
budget cuts, Programming Direc
tor Bill Junkermier said yesterday.
Junkermier said $900 of the
estimated $2,500 in profits made
from last Friday's performance
might be kept out of the donation
to the ASUM six-mill levy subcom
mittee. He said the money is
needed because Central Board
Tuesday night trimmed $900 from
the Programming budget.
Junkermier agreed last month to
donate “ all and any" profits from
the Cosby concerts to the sub
committee, Pat Duffy, subcommit
tee chairman, said.
The subcommittee is raising
money for the six-mill levy, a tax
revenue for higher education that
is subject to voter renewal every
ten years.
Will Be Disappointed
"I'll be disappointed if Program
ming changes the terms of the
deal," Duffy said, adding the
money is desperately needed.
Duffy said no written contract

exists requiring Junkermier to
hand over all of the profits. Duffy
said Junkermier "promised" him
and ASUM President Garth Jacob
son the proceeds in a "gentle
men's" agreement.
“ He can go ahead and do what
he wants," CB member Cary
Holmquist said.
Hoimquist, member of the sub
committee, said CB would over
ride Junkermier’s decision, adding
that it was "a little reactionary for
Junkermier to try and offset a cut
that we made in next year’s Pro
gramming budget."
Monday night CB approved a
$53,500 budget for Programming.
The next night CB cut $900 from
the approved budget.
“What I am looking at is a way to
make up the $900 cut," Junkermier
said. "Either that, or cut the jazz
workshops and lecture programs.”
Junkermier said the Program
ming committee would have to
meet to decide whether to keep the
money, adding that the final deci
sion would be made by incoming
Programming Director Clint Mit
chell.
Mitchell in turn said it was up to
Junkermier to keep the $900, since
he is still in charge of the decision
making at Programming until next
Wednesday.

Repressive legislation labeled dangerous
Lakota Harden
on Indian rights

By GREG AMMONDSON

By JIM TRACY

Montana Kaimin Raportar

Montana Kalmln Reporter

The Indian nations of North America
cannot achieve self-determination by legis
lation of the United States government
which has always oppressed them, Lakota
Harden of the American Indian Treaty
Council said last night.
Harden spoke at a town meeting at the
University of Montana Science Complex
focusing on repressive legislation.
By organizing the International Indian
Treaty Council, which has consultative
status with the United Nations, American
Indians have joined forces with 97 nations
to work for the international recognition of
the sovereignty of Indian nations.
A representative for international council
spoke at the United Nations Human Rights
Commission at the UN in Geneva, Switzer
land last February.
The fact the United States entered into
treaties with Indian nations and the Consti
tution in Article Six states that all treaties
made by the U.S. shall be the supreme law
of the land, proves the Indian nations truly

•

Cont. on p. 8.

In six weeks Senate Bill 1437, “the most
repressive package of legislation ever
proposed," could sneak through the U.S.
Congress unless urgent steps are taken to
defeat it, Frank Wilkinson, executive
director of the National Committee Against
Repressive Legislation, said here last night.
Wilkinson, who serves on the board of
directors of the American Civil Liberties
Union, told about 100 persons at a “town
m eeting in the Science C om plex
auditorium, "We are going to have to build a
coalition to turn back this legislation,”
which he said should more appropriately
be called S. 1984.
There was an urgency in Wilkinson's
manner as he presented documents
showing the history of the bill, which he
called an infamous successor to the
notorious Senate Bill 1 drafted by the
Justice Department under former attorney
general and convicted felon John Mitchell.
Predicting that S. 1437, officially titled
Criminal Code Reform Act of 1978, would
• Cont on p. 6.

Frank Wilkinson
on SB 1437
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It is done

Alternative to the cycle
For the past four weeks, Central Board
|f has been going through the annual
1 budgeting process in a very unsure and
£l aimless manner. This year's board, like
;£ those before it, only wants to get it over
£; with so it can turn to other important
interests and return to being students.
£ And all the groups who need money feel
| the same way past groups have felt: they
| f only want to get it over with, get as much
§; money as they can and return to being
students. It is a predictable cycle of
| events and attitudes: ASUM budgeting's
£ past inevitably becomes its present and
§ future.
i| For some students the cycle is comforff table, or they don't even realize what it is
I — they just try to follow the rules as
I established before. For others, who have
p been a part of the process for three or
£ four years, it is frustrating and discour| aging. It seems that no matter what
| happens, some groups of students are
f; dramatically disappointed by the final
|: budget. This year there will be many
If groups which will get little or nothing to
£ fund the activities their members want
£ and have actually paid for by way of
£ students activity fees.
The cost of groups' activities goes up
| each year because of inflation, rising
| costs, or expansion of activities by the
£ group. However, ASUM funds are only a
| direct representation of how many
£ students actually attend UM. Because of
:£ the decline in enrollment and the pro£ jected figures for the next year, which
| indicate no increase in enrollment,
£ ASUM will have only about $340,000
£ (maximum) to spend in funding groups.
£: More than $500,000 was requested this
£ year to adequately run all the groups
1 students belong to.
K There are alternatives. Students could
pay more out of their own pockets or
sponsor more fund-raising activities to
get the additional money they need. But
£ most students can't afford to cover all
I costs of their groups (fringe members
£ won't give at all) and many organizations
| will fall apart for lack of resources. Most
I students cannot afford the time neces£ sary to make fund-raising events prof Itable — and businesses in or around
§ Missoula grow weary of students-come| begging for help, despite the “wonderful
£ advertising" or possible tax deductions.
|
So the groups come back to CB every
| spring, hoping they'll be able to get at
| least part of what they need. And the
cycle continues.
See how old It gets?
£i This year, CB is looking at another
£ alternative, an ugly one: raising the
| student activity fee. It is remarkably
| similar to “ getting the money out of their
| own pockets.”
|
However, what other “fair” alternative
| is there? More bake sales? In light of
£ ever-increasing costs, how many benef£ its can the groups at the university hope
£ to hold to raise enough money?
£ The reality is apparent. The cycle will
£ eat us. We can delay it, for the present,
£ through a combination of more groupII generated funds and a fee increase.
But what about the future? What
£ happens when cost and demand in£ crease again in another three or five
£ years? The cycle once again will coil
£ around the students. Will we, the promis| ing students of 1978, be remembered for
£ any good that we had done? I can't really
£ remember any good that the students of
£ the past five years did for us to help get
£ us out of this cycle, but then they
£ probably didn't foresee the problem or
£ didn't consider it a problem. The last
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it is done.
Wednesday night, about $334,000 in
student money was allocated to 53
student groups. The session capped
three nights of marathon meetings,
backroom dealings, intimidation, re
signation, patronage, favoritism and
behind-the-scenes talk of racism.
At 11:45 p.m., the ASUM Central
Board bronzed the 1978-79 budget
with ratification, certification and, of
course, “finalization." The board im
mediately beat it downtown where its
political division benefitted the sale of
certain brand-name beers.

time the student activity fee was in
creased (1967), a dollar was added —
which in the intervening 11 years has not
kept up with the rate of inflation.
In order to bring UM students out of
the cycle we need an additional source
of income. The State of Montana already
provides us with that source, if we
choose it: the State Investment Program
(STIP).
The investment program allows 7
percent interest per year on any princi
ple we put in. Simple figuring indicates
that if $1 per student were collected each
quarter, an amount of $24,000 per year
would accrue a total of $1,680 in interest
for one year. (Estimated by an average of
8,000 students per quarter, times three
quarters, times $1, times 7 percent.) That
would be $1,680 available to CB to help
meet the needs of students and student
organizations, which this year means life
or death for some 40 student organiza
tions.

p M © tooioflfl
CB could allocate $24,000 each year
for investment. Such a plan would
double the returns in interest which
students might be able to enjoy in the
second year of the plan. And so on, for as
many years as the plan exists.
Of course, it would be better to ask for
more than a $1 increase. The amount
collected from students would increase
proportionately the amount invested
and the amount of interest returned. For
example, at $3 per student per quarter
($72,000 a year), $5,040 could be earned
in interest in a year’s time. Reinvest that
amount and add to it $72,000 each year
and the net earnings begin to add up at
an incredible rate.
We would be free of the cycle of not
having enough. Even though inflation,
expense and expansion march on, even
if enrollment declines, the students who
attend the university would have the
chance to enjoy their student activity
fees in activities they want to be involved
in. Charges of unfairness and biased
elimination would not assail CB
members, who this year have the toughest job ever given to a board.
If UM students in 1978 did some longrange, responsible planning, students
next year and long into the future would
not be plagued with threats of fiscal
crisis. We would help the future of the
university as few others have even
attempted. In fact, our children who may
attend UM might have less to pay in fees.
As alumni, we would have the satisfaction of knowing we left the student life at
UM better than we found it. it would take
only a little effort and foresight. And we
would benefit from it, too.
. The arguments against this plan are
many and varied. However, they do not
outweigh the gains of such a plan. If a
better solution can be found to break our
cycle of discouragement at a lower cost
to students, I welcome it. For now, CB
members seek student support for the
plan.
You will be hearing more about the
plan and will be asked to vote on it soon.
Think about it, and think of the groups
whose funds were eliminated or pitifully
reduced because someone didn't do
something like this for us several years
ago.
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Cary E. Holmquist
CB delegate
junior, political science
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A llo c a tin g money to student
groups as numerous and diverse as
UM’s is inevitably hairy business. But
this year’s budgeting sessions came off
fairly smoothly when compared to
years gone by. The ground rules were
good. No group was allowed to speak
against another group's budget. Unlike
the “cutthroat budgeting” of the past,
reductions in allocations were pooled
for later disbursement; an addition to
one group’s budget was not made
directly at the expense of another’s.
But the day-to-day grind of prelimi
nary and actual budgeting robbed the
board of its overview, its perspective,
its goal. The executives became lost
amidst unnecessary words, necessary
line items and their own parliamentary
procedure.
Student services at UM are far better
than those offered at any other unit in
the state. The board’s responsibility is
to conscientiously maintain those
services and still leave the door ajar for
the introduction of new student servi
ces. But setting priorities is not an easy
task. Highly subjective value judg
ments have to be made.
Student activity fees are student
taxes. And, like any taxpayers, stu
dents have some right to determine
how their money is spent, be the
reasons moral, philosophical or, occa
sionally, selfish. To give a crude
example: there are certainly many
students on campus who are morally
opposed to cruelty to animals. Many
believe the calf roping events at rodeos

No mutations
Editor: Bill McDorman states, in writing of
atom bomb effects: “ Children with birth
defects are still being born in Nagasaki and
Hiroshima 30 years after such weapons
were used.’’-J. Shapiro tells us (in Radiation
protection: a guide for scientists and
physicians, 1972): 'The only effect which
has been reported with any degree of
confidence is a slight change in the sex
ratio in the offspring of irradiated mothers."
A change in male births from 52.0 to 51.2
percent in the subject population can
hardly be called a “ birth defect.”
Additionally, P. Beckmann (Access to
Energy, April, 1978) states: "Genetic muta
tions are one of the frequent anti-nuclear
bogeys. In what must be one of the most
grandiose projects in the history of science,
the Radiation Effects Research Founda
tion, a non-profit private institution with
almost 600 full-time employees, funded
equally by the U.S. and Japan, has been
(among other activities) meticulouslyN
searching for genetic effects among the
children of people exposed to the A-bomb
radiation in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
1945. Though these people were exposed

constitute cruelty to animals. Those
students have the right to protest the
expenditure of their student activity
fees on a sport they cannot morally
condone. The Central Board has an
obligation to weigh these sentiments
against the merits of the Rodeo Club,
whatever they might be.
Several years ago, a furor was
created at UM when student fees were
expended to pay lecturer John Dean, a
legal aide to former President Richard
Nixon, a stipend of $4,000. To many
this gesture was immoral, unethical
and, depending on how you define the
word, obscene. What recourse had the
protestor? Withdrawal from school?
Such is the responsibility of the
Central Board—to be representative of
the collective conscience of the stu
dent body, not just to be the cold
watchdog over the student treasury.
Wednesday night's session gave
students a glimpse of how student
leaders represent them. Some CB
members are uninformed and behave
accordingly.
John Waugh, CB member, joined
the debate over the Women's Resource
Center budget: "M ore than h a lf o f UM
students are women. Each woman
benefits from the ce n te r." Wrong.

Males at UM outnumber women and
traditionally have except in times of
war. Furthermore, for reasons un
known, many women refuse to step
foot in the WRC.
Other CB delegates are just plain
cold. Monica Conrad questioned Pat
Godbout, director of ASUM Day Care,
about the cost of duplicating commun
ity facilities: "If I had a kid, how m uch
w o u ld it cost me to p u t it in a com m u ni
ty day care?" It? Is she kidding?

Central Board will soon issue a
questionnaire concerning a proposed
fee increase. The board would be wise
to include space on the form for the
readers to evaluate this year’s budget
ing. Was it equitable? Was it fair? Was it
conscientious?
Paul Driscoll

to more than a hundred million times the
intensity of routine emissions from huclear
plants, though thousands of people have
been regularly examined for the last 33
years, even at the molecular level (chromo
somes examined by electron microscopy),
no evidence of genetic mutations has been
found in this intensive search.”
I hope it is obvious that these quotations
are not mine, they are not my "value
judgments," and they were not written by
the Montana Power Company!
R. G. Schipf
associate professor, science librarian

TV programs
Editor What do you think about this idea?
TV programs that have killing in their plots
should be made to display the phrase "It is
wrong to kill people" at the bottom of the TV
screen continuously during the program. I
would vote for it and I would not vote for a
politician who would not vote for it.
Gary Van Voast
senior, business

A modest proposal

Longest surviving

Editor: In these times of financial upheaval
at the University of Montana, I feel it is ttie
responsibility of each student to offer to the
Board of Regents such advice as may be
appropriate. Therefore, I would like to make
a modest proposal concerning the allevia
tion of UM's economic woes.
It is my suggestion that the entire student
body, faculty and staff of this university
with the exception, of course, of those
persons involved in intercollegiate
athletics, be sold at auction to the highest
bidder.
The advantages of such a solution are
two-fold. First, it would provide a source of
inexpensive labor to Montana’s industrial
community, thereby allowing it to con
tribute a greater amount to the university
from increased profits. Furthermore, this
solution would release the university from
the pressures of troublesome academic
endeavors and allow it to concentrate its
attention full-time on the-rigors of athletic
superiority.
The responsibility for carrying out this
program could fall to the Board of Regents
and the Legislature. This would merely be a
continuation of their current policy which,
apparently, is to sell the University of
Montana down the river.

Editor: After attending the CB budgeting
meeting on Tuesday, I overheard one board
member who was "displeased" with the
allocations the board made to the IFC and
Panhellenic councils. She said, "Those
assholes! The only time they show their
faces Is when they want money! We'll
probably never see them again... until next
year!"
Well, to this I say you're wrong! In
actuality, the Greeks have been the largest
and longest surviving special interest
group this campus has seen. Our philan
thropies, recruitment and social activities
may go unpublished, but nonetheless they
are an integral part of our organizations.
When there are more than 450 members
in fraternity and sorority houses, I find it
hard to believe that you don't see us
around! Could It be that you're not looking?
After all, we don't have to hang people in
effigy to be seen.

David Townsend
junior, journalism

John R. Greener
junior, business

Thanks, Byron
Editor: I would like to take this opportunity
to personally thank Byron C. Williams for all
the hard work he has done over the past
three years for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.

Byron helped begin the dance marathon
program at the University of Montana and
has been instrumental in building it to a
$15,000 event. He has also helped other
marathon committees with this idea and
impression, so other events could be run in
a smoother manner. Byron volunteered his
time to become the chairman of this event
when no one else wanted to become
involved for any reason.
Byron has done a lot for the dystrophic
patients in Montana and we should all be
very proud of his love and devotion for
people less fortunate than himself.
LaVern Petersen
district director, MDA

Fee referendum
Editor I wish to inform the students of the
University of Montana that there will be a
referendum brought before them concern
ing a possible activity fee raise of $2. The
results of the referendum will determine the
students' feeling toward a fee raise.
In view of the solemn budget situation
here at the university, I favor the raise.
Throughout budgeting sessions, I wit
nessed salary cuts, expansion denial, and
the total crippling of various organizations.
To me, this spells grave trouble for the
university. This process not only wipes out
programs but it weakens our school as a
whole.
At this time I reach out to the students to

request they approve this raise and provide
needed sustenance for oor university.
Kent Mason
CB delegate,

Costly culture
Editor: After sitting through two nights of
Central Board budgeting of the cultural
extensions of an already dying university, I
am amazed at the ability of the Central
Board to try, with the amount of money they
had to work with, to sort out the financial
mess they have been handed.
Culture seems to cost a lot of money
these days, and that includes Day Care and
ASUM. Seeing that culture of any sort does
cost money, the students of this school — if
(hey do care about the quality of their
education whether formal or informal —
should get off their collective cultures and
do what they can with what they’ve got,
which they do. Fight for culture, but not to
the point of anihilating others.
What did we wise of the wise do before
there was money? Give and take and give.
Kitty Broadbent
junior, oriental studies

SYROID&POWELL
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
In our upstairs

THE
MANSION IC S & F v

DEE CARSTENSEN
—composer/songstylist
appearing at the
University Center Lounge
Saturday
May 13
free admission

102 Ben Hogan Dr.
STEAKS• SEAFOOO
SPIRITS

8 p.m.

—asum programming

Springtime is
Strawberry Daquiri Time

A P lay b y G eorg B u c h n e r

May 9-13 8 pm
University Theatre
Reservations 243-4581
noon-6 pm
A Bluegrass kick-off to the Kegger. . .
from ASUM Program m ing

U n iv e rs ity o f M o n ta n a , S c h o o l o f F in e Arts,
D e p a rtm e n t o f D r a m a /D a n c e

National H andicapped Awareness W eek activities set
By SCOTT GRIFFIN
Montana Kaimln Contributing Reporter

The day is warm. The leaves are
out and the birds are singing. The
world is finally all right after one of
the worst midterm weeks you have
ever lived through. You are walk
ing on campus or a downtown
street when your little bubble is
burst.
A man in a wheelchair Is coming
towards you, his pant legs tucked
under him, his body bent slightly
forward as he leans'lnto the task of
moving his 40-pound chair along
the sidewalk.
Quickly you look away, unaware
that he has seen you avert your
eyes, and you pretend that some
thing of incredible interest is

occurring off in the distance to
your right.
But you're not looking at any
thing, you're thinking. The first
feeling may be one of pity, revul
sion or embarrassment. Then you
might succumb to curiosity, wond
ering how it happened, or just how
that man can keep going after
losing so much.
And finally, if you’re like most of
us, you put him out of your mind —
you force him out of your mind —
because the day is just too beauti
ful for thoughts such as these. And
besides, it's not your problem in
the end, it's his, right?
But next week Missoulians and
people across the country will
have an opportunity to discover
firsthand what it is like to be

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE
Finding Reality Through Prayer
JOSEPH G. HEARD, C.S.B.
of Coral Gables, Florida
Member of the Board of Lectureship of
The Mother Church, The First Church of Christ,
Scientist in Boston, Massachusetts.

Sat., May 13 at 3:00 pm First Church of Christ, Scientist
128 E. Pine St.
child care provided
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physically handicapped, and to
hear, in the words of the handi
capped, varied definitions of their
world and how the non-impaired
can improve it.
Next week. May 15-21, has been
proclaimed National Handicapped
Awareness Week by President
Carter. -Gov. Thomas Judge and
Mayor Bill Cregg have issued
similar proclamations on state and
local levels.
Jan Strout, equal opportunity
assistant on campus and chairper
son of the planning committee for
the week's events, said a special
effort has been made to use a "very
personalized approach” to the
awareness projects. “ Our fear Is:
What if you hold a program, and no
one comes?”
She said this is often the case
when a group merely puts up
posters to advertise its activities.
People “drop in, rather than make
a commitment," Strout continued.
And a committment is essential
if "strategies for change" are to
emerge from the week’s experien
ces, she said.
To reach people in the best
positions to bring about change,
Strout said, the planning commit
tee designed the “ Community
Leaders Awareness Project,” con-

“WE NEED THE
MONEY SALE”

Levis Big Bell Cords

Reg. $17.50

sisting of the adoption of a handi
cap by local leaders. The commit
tee also plans to present work
shops “tailored" to the specific
concerns of civic and business
groups and school administrators.
Confirmed participants in the
Community Leaders Awareness
Project are Mayor Bill Cregg, who
will assume a visual handicap, and
Alderman Tom Connolly, who will
use a wheelchair. Richard Solberg,
dean of the University of Monta
na's School of Arts and Sciences,
and Sam Reynolds, Missoulian
editorial page editor, both intend
to assume the handicap of deaf
ness. And Mary Palmer, director of
the Retired Senior Volunteer Pro
gram, will use a walker.
The events scheduled in obser
vance of the week are:
• group discussions on archi
tectural and attitudinal barriers
facing the handicapped in Missou
la and on the UM campus. The
programs will appear on KPAX-TV
(channel 8) at 11:30 p.m. Saturday
and 10:30 a.m. Sunday, and also on
KGVO-TV (channel 13) on Satur
day and Sunday, May 20 and 21.
• a film festival Monday of
movies dealing with problems of
and p re ju d ic e to w a rd s the
handicapped. The festival will run
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Missoula
Public Library. The program will
be repeated in the UC Montana
Rooms at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Bring your own lunch.
• a panel discussion Wednesday
on the employment problems of

the handicapped at 7 a.m. in the 4B's cafe in Holiday Village.
• an opportunity for students to
use wheelchairs Thursday made
available by the Handicapped
Student Union in the UC.
• a speech Friday by Ken Chris
tensen, president of the Missoula
chapter of the Montana Coalition
of Handicapped Individuals, in the
Village Inn convention room at 9
a.m.
• an equipment and resource
fair all day Saturday at Holiday
Village shopping center.
• a wheelchair basketball game,
which the promoters claim will
make the Grizzlies “ look pale in
comparison," will begin at 7:30
p.m. Saturday in the C. S. Porter
Grade School gym.
r ~

\

Correction
The Montana Kaimin in
correctly quoted Pat Duffy,
representative of Students
for the Six-Mill Levy, yester
day as saying he had seen a
check from the Montana
Power Co. to be used to
match the Special Reserve
Trust Fund Board’s $5,000
contribution Wednesday to
the state six-mill levy cam
paign. Duffy actually said
Jack Noble, deputy commis
sioner of higher education
told him he (Noble) had seen
the check.
V _________________ _______'

CONCERT AND KEGGER HEADQUARTERS
For that Pre-Concert or Kegger Function
Check Our Prices

.... $9.99

Men’s Elastic Waist Denims 40%
OFF

Cord & Denim Bib Overalls....40%
OFF

Men’s Sport Shirts upto
Men’s Summer Jackets seniors

60%
OFF

50%

$1.90

$1.90

$2.45

$2.35

Fairway Liquor Store
93 Strip

10 a.m.-2 a.m.

OFF

Gals’ Tops Good Assortment UP TO .......... 60%
OFF

Gals’ Prewashed D enim s........40%

THE FINE PRINT
at a bookstore **
MISSOULA’S T R A V E L H EA D Q UARTERS

OFF

Gals’ Fashion C ords.................40%
OFF

Denim Purses Reg. $16.00 .........

$5.99

THESE ARE CURRENT FASHIONS FROM
OUR REGULAR STOCK
FEATURING

Bo-Legs
1407 So. Higgins

ALL SALES FINAL
NO-HOLDS
LAYAWAYS

MICHELIN MAPS# KUMMERLY 4 FREY
MAPS • EUROPEAN ATLASES • MICIIKLIN
RED & GREEN G LIDES* FODOR'S • FIELDING'S
• RAND McNALLY ROAD ATLASES* MOBIL
G UIDES*CAMPGROl ND&RV DIRECTORIES*
SHOPPING & REST Al R ANT G LID ES* FOREIGN
LANGUAGE PHR ASE BOOKS • DICTION AIRES
130 E. Broadway

721-2180

Downtown Missoula

All people are now hibakusha, peace advocate says
By JUDY CASANOVA
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Hibakusha is a word which came
into existence after 1945 in recog
nition of the first humans to suffer
from man-made radiation. Barbara
Reynolds, world peace advocate,
said that hibakusha are no longer
limited to Japan or the year 1945 —
the hibakusha now include every
person in the world.
Reynolds spoke at the University
of Montana at a Brown Bag lun
cheon at noon Wednesday in the
Montana Rooms and at 8 p.m. in
the UC Ballroom.
For the past 20 years Reynolds
has been protesting the use and
development of nuclear weapons.
In 1958, Reynolds and her late
husband sailed their ketch into the
Eniwetok "danger zone" to protest
the U.S. nuclear bomb testing in
the South Pacific. They were
arrested by the Coast Guard and
entered a two-year court battle in
Hawaii which they won on second
appeal.
Peace Pilgrimage
For five months in 1962, she led a
peace pilgrimage with two Hiroshi
ma atomic bomb survivors through
13 countries to arouse worldwide
concern about nuclear weapons.
In 1974 she established the
Hiroshima/Nagasaki
Memorial
Collection at Wilmington College
in Ohio. The collection includes
books, films, slides and other
literature, much of it from Japan.
Reynolds and her late husband
went to Hiroshima in the 1950s to
study the effects of radiation on
children who had been exposed to
the atomic bomb. She said they
spent three years in Hiroshima on
the Atomic Bomb Casualty Com

mission. They found out almost
nothing because the "U.S. govern
ment was making a very definite
effort to prove that the lasting
effects of the bomb were minimal,"
she said.
Reynolds said there is "still a
great conspiracy to keep us from
knowing what happened und6r
that great mushroom cloud.”
"The only real and honest way to
talk about the bomb," she said, is in
terms of human misery. Hibaku
sha, she said, must live with a great
dread and fear of an .indeterminate
number of unknown effects which
may turn up in later years or in
future generations.
Reynolds briefly outlined the
physical effects, to date, of expo
sure to man-made radiation.
Early symptoms the hibakusha
experienced included hair falling
out, bleeding gums and the ap
pearance of large spots under the
skin where blood would no longer
coagulate. Later, more people
became ill and discovered they
tired easily, were not able to do a
full day's work, were becoming
sterile and, If they could conceive,
often their children were born
deformed.
The same symptoms appeared

in people one kilometer away from
the blast, then in those two and
three kilometers away, and then in
those who entered the city after the
bombing had occurred. Many U.S.
soldiers entered the city and must
now wonder how much radiation
they absorbed.
Leukemia Rate Soared
Within 10 years, the rate of
leukemia soared to 10 times the
rate in the rest of Japan. Other
forms of cancer began to develop
15 to 20 years after the bombings
and are steadily Increasing.
Beginning in 1958, the children
of hibakusha developed the same
kinds of illnesses. Genetic weak
nesses were being pased along
to the children and fear began to
mount.
Reynolds said the Nevada nu
clear tests in the 1950s were "the
hardest to believe and compre
hend." She said over 100,000
people were exposed to those
nuclear tests without any warning
from the government.
Reynolds said 2,234 soldiers
stood within two miles of a blast
that was twice the si$e of the bomb
dropped on Hiroshima. The soldi
ers were instructed to turn their
backs and cover their eyes with

their hands when the bomb was
detonated, she said. She added
that one soldier reported being
able to see the bones in his hands
when the blast occurred. The
soldiers were then marched into
the area, she said, not to prove the
long range effects of the radiation
but to prove their bravery.
More and More
Reynolds said more and more of
these men are discovering they
have leukemia and other illnesses
and are fathering retarded and
otherwise abnormal children.
The government claimed there
was no way to prove a relationship
between these illnesses and the
nuclear tests, Reynolds said. In a
sense they are right, she added,
because all records of the names

of these men exposed to the tests
were destroyed in a fire in St.
Louis.
Reynolds said the Japanese
have asked her to act as their
spokesman to convey a message.
She said the Japanese "bear no
blame on us" but since the United
States is the country most feared
for the use of nuclear weapons, it
must listen and learn and take the
first step toward disarmament.
She said "we .must never risk
such suffering again . . . and
everyone must realize that human
ity cannot survive if the bombs are
ever used again."
Reynolds drew applause from
the audience when she said the
SALT talks were just a political
play signifying nothing and that
"we must have total disarmament."

500 O FF
On All Our Used Albums and Tapes
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
When You Mention This Ad
All Used Items Unconditionally Guaranteed

The Memory Banke
140 E. Broadway

728-5780

Target practice set,
caution advised
The University of Montana
ROTC batallion will be conducting
a live-fire range from 8 a.m. to
noon'Saturday at the Blue Moun
tain target range. The range is on
the western portion of the moun
tain. Extreme caution is advised for
people who will be in the area since
at least one machine gun and
several M-16 rifles will be in use.
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‘W e G uarantee W hat We S ell”

MEMORY BANKE
Just Arrived

1300 Album and Tape Cut-outs
“Your Downtown Discounter”
We Buy And Sell
Used Albums & Tapes
Hundreds to choose from
Largest Stock In Montana
“ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
or your money refunded

SUPER BUYS
on

Cut-Out LP’s
$1. 99 - $2.99
Can't get
it up
anymore?

cut-outs are not seconds, they are factory overpressings or albums going out of print but still In
inventory.
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Your Music
Headquarters
In Missoula
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Build Up
Your Pressure
With Beer

$1.25 Pitchers
3-6 p.m. and 11-midntght daily

$1.0Oan Hour Pool
11 a.m.-6 p.m. Daily

Eight Ball Billiards
_

3101 Russell________ 549-9651

u
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‘We Guarantee What We Sell”

MEMORY BANKE
"Across from the Old Post Office"
728-5780

B U E id E lC lE lC

140 E. Broadway

Albums shown above are
Illustrations only and not
necessarily cut-outs.

Wilkinson

The "steamrolling" of the bill through the
Senate last December, and the possibility
of the same thing occurring in the House,
could allow the bill to become law without
senators and representatives having “the
damnedest idea what the bill means,"
Wilkinson said.
In the Senate, Wilkinson said, Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., in an “ improbable
coalition” with Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
and Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd,
D-W. Va., mounted a campaign of “ misre
presentation, outright falsification and
legislative chicanery” in pushing the bill
quietly through the senate during the final
weeks of the session when most senators
were gone.
The bill passed by a vote of 72-15
although most senators never got a chance
to see, hear or debate the bill, Wilkinson
said.
Through behind-the-scenes maneuver
ing, Wilkinson said, Byrd, Kennedy and
Thurmond got the bill through the Senate
after only 20 hours of hearings.
Among the "repressive features” of the

• Coni. Irom p. 1
easily pass a house subcommittee on
criminal justice, Wilkinson said the bill
would "be expanded and made worse on
the floor of the House.”
The only way to stop S.1437, he said, is
for the House Judiciary Committee to
disapprove the bill in toto. He added the
possibility of that occurring is unlikely
since S. 1437 has support of powerful
congressional leaders “who are trying to
ramrod the bill through."
Among those leaders are Charles Wig
gins, R-Cal, who voted not to impeach
former president Richard Nixon, and Rep.
Charles Mann, R-S.C., whom Wilkinson
termed a "reactionary and a racist."
Although at least 500 newspapers have
taken editorial stands against S. 1437 and
Chief Justice Warren Burger has publicly
opposed it, Wilkinson said the bill has a
good chance of passing because of ignor
ance of the bill on the part of congressmen
and the public.

bill, he said, are clauses that would ban
advertising the availability of abortion,
which would make Planned Parenthood “ a
walking felony," and a clause that revives
the 18th century Logan Act, which barred
private individuals from carrying on com
munications with foreign governments with
regard to U.S. foreign relations.
Under the Logan Act, actress Jane Fonda
and former Attorney General Ramsey Clark
could have been prosecuted for their 1974
trip to Vietnam.
"There is also an official secrets act in the
bill," Wilkinson said, which is in total
opposition to First Amendment freedom of
the press. He pointed out that one section
of the bill could be used to prosecute
journalists for refusing to reveal confiden
tial sources of information.
“There are repressive provisions in this
bill," Wilkinson said, “that even John
Mitchell never would have dreamed of."
Flashing documents, newspaper clip
pings, and copies of inter-government
memoranda, Wilkinson maintained a
steady verbal barrage against the bill, trying

WEEKEND SPECIALS

• Saturday: Pool Drawing Every Hour
For One Free Hour — ALL DAY
• Sunday: Red Head Pins
ALL DAY
CHECK OUT OUR PRO SHOP . . .

243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

1

May 13
May 13
May 14

10:00 AM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

May 15

8:00 PM

May 15-18 8:00 AM
May 16
May 18
7:00 PM
7:45 PM
May 18
9:00 PM
May 18
May 19
May 20
May 20

8:00 PM
Noop
1:15 PM

May 22-24 8:00 AM
May 22
Noon
May 22
Noon
May 22-25 7:00 PM
May 22
May 22
8:00 PM
May 23
May 23

10:30 AM
8:00 PM

May 23-24 9:00 AM
Noon
May 24
May 24
9:00 PM
May 25

8:00 PM

May 25
2:30 PM
May 25-27
May 26
May 15-27

Noon
6:30 PM

Copper Commons
Cold Oak
Gold Oak Buffet
Bookstore
Recreation Center

c

Bowling and Billiards
Accessories
• Balls Redrilled
• Cues Retipped
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

J

UNIVERSITY
CENTER
EVENTS
Noon
Mt. Rooms
Square Dance Festival
May 13
Mt. Rooms
Lounge
Ballroom

Law Day Conference
Coffeehouse: Dee Cartensen
Energy Panel Discussion
(Republican Candidates)
Ballroom
Energy Panel Discussion
(Democratic Candidates)
Mt. Rooms
Pharmacy Elder Workshop
Pre-Aber Day Festivities
Mt. Rooms
Sigma Xi Initiation
Mt. Rooms
Sigma Xi Dinner
Ballroom
Free Films: 'The Birds"
and "Suspicion"
Mall
Elder Bazaar
Lounge
Coffeehouse: Geoffrey Doyle
Mt. Rooms
AAUW Luncheon
Ballroom
UM Women's Club LuncheonStyle Show
Mt. Rooms
Pharmacy Elder Workshop
Mt. Rooms
History Faculty Luncheon
Mall
Band Performance: Bfoham
(free)
Mt. Rooms
Career Seminar
Ballroom
All Sports Banquet
Lounge
WRC Lecture: Vonda McIntyre
(free)
Ballroom
Red Cross Blood Drawing
Lounge
Coffeehouse: Kent Brodie
(free)
Mt. Rooms
Social Work Meeting
Mt. Rooms
Staff Senate Meeting
Ballroom
Free Film: "Drums Along
the Mohawk"
Ballroom
Programming Concert: Alan Marks
UM Students . . . free
Gen. Public . . . $3.00
Mt. Rooms
HS Tennis Coaches Meeting
State High School Tennis
Tournament
Mall
New Western Energy Show
Lounge
New Western Energy Show
UC Art Gallery Robert Motherwell
"Aquatints"
Mon.-Fri.
7 AM-11 PM
Sat. A Sun.
11 AM-11 PM
Mon.-Fri.
9 AM-1 PM
Sun.
5 PM-6:30 PM
Mon.-Fri.
8 AM-5 PM
Mon.-Thurs.
9 AM-11 PM
Fri.
9 AM-Midnight
Sat.
Noon-Midnight
Sun.
Noon-11 PM

Please call 243-4103 for additional information.
The University Center . . . at the base of Mt. Sentinel.

The National Committee Against Repres
sive Legislation, formerly National Com
mittee to Abolish HUAC/HISC (House
Committee on Internal Security), has its
headquarters in Los Angeles.
Wilkinson said he has been fighting
repressive legislation for 25 years. He was
instrumental in dismantling the House UnAmerican Activities Committee which en
gaged in political witch hunts during the
50s.
Also speaking was Ron Wheeler of the
Missoula chapter of the American Federa
tion of Teachers, who gave a brief history of
right to work laws. Wheeler said lobbying
efforts are being mounted in Montana to
establish right to work laws in the state.

Senate Bill 1437

• Friday: Monte Carlo
5 til closing

^CReflTl°N

to cram his allotted speaking time with
information.
Describing his organization as “a real
subsistence outfit," he said he depends on
local groups who sponsor him to provide
him with room and board. "I haven't been in
a hotel for 12 years," he said, and “ I haven't
owned a car for twenty."

I

Senate Bill 1437, which has afforded by the proposed revision
passed the U.S. Senate by a 72-15 'of the federal criminal laws to
vote and is now in a House expand and shape the bill in ways
subcommittee on criminal justice, that would enable the government
would recodify federal criminal "to crush all political opposition
laws, something that has never and insulate itself from criticism or
influence by the citizens of this
been.done.
Opponents and proponents of country.”
The bill would impose a
the bill, officially titled the Criminal
straight-jacket
Code Reform Act of 1978, agree “Watergate-type
that a recodification is desirable upon the people of this country,"
since some federal criminal laws said Emerson.
contradict each other.
Proponents, which include At
Work' to proceed on
torney General Griffin Bell and
Salem’s ‘fake rock’
congressional leaders in the Se
nate and House, say the bill which
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — The City
is the successor to the notorious Council has voted 5-4 to resume
Senate Bill 1, turned down by the building the city’s controversial
Senate in 1975, should be passed fake rock if Marion County will
as soon as possible.
tissue a building permit.
“ It's time to go on S. 1437,” Bell
The action Monday night fol
told the Senate during hearings to lowed a rally in support of the
confirm him as Attorney General. concrete and steel structure,
Opponents, which include the which is half finished.
Common Cause and the American
Construction began a month
Civil Liberties Union, say “ It’stime ago after the city received a
to stop.”
$31,000 federal grant aimed at
They fear the bill, written in providing jobs for the unem
broad and vague language, would ployed. Seven persons were hired
cancel some rights guaranteed by to construct the 70-foot-high rock,
the First and Fifth amendments.
which was to provide a place for
The First Amendment says: mountain climbers to practice.
"Congress shall make no law . . .
The City Council had not been
abridging freedom of speech, or of informed of the project. A motion
the press; or of the right of people to stop construction failed, 4-4.
peaceably to assemble, and to
The rock was condemned as a
petition the government for rede- waste of tax money. It was called
ress of grievances."
such names as Boondoggle Butte
The Fifth Amendment says: “ No and Mount Minto, and "Crush the
person . . . shall be compelled in Rock” signs appeared.
any criminal case to be a witness
It was to be built on city-owned
against himself."
Minto Island in the Willamette
These constitutionally guaran River.
teed rights and - other “ natural
Since the ground was too soft,
rights,” says Professor Thomas I. the builders moved a few hundred
Emerson of Yale Law School, feet, unknowingly onto countywould fall by the way if S. 1437 owned land. County officials
passes in its present form. Accord found out about it and stopped
ing to Emerson, the bill is "un- construction.
amendable” and should be “tosse'd
out."
How can you keep on moving
Emerson says the Nixon admin unless you migrate, too?
istration used the opportunity
—Traditional

Interested in The MSU School of Nursing?
The Academic Affairs Committee of Montana State
University School of Nursing will be presenting a series of
information sessions concerning the new curriculum of
the School of Nursing. Two years ago in the Spring of
1976, the Academic Affairs Committee held a series of
hearings at the extended campuses of the School of
Nursing in order to gather input to aid in the development
of a new curriculum. Our present series of meetings is
designed to give information pbout the new curriculum
that was developed. We encourage ail who are interested
to attend any one of the scheduled sessions.
The time and place of the information session in
Missoula is May 17, Irom 1:00 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. in the
Montana Rooms on the Third Floor of the University
Center. Information at the session will be presented by
members of the Academic Affairs Committee of the
School of Nursing.

lost or found

undergraduates at the Beer Ball game, May 16.

101-1
LOST: O NE pair of woman's laco-up-front boots off
car somewhere Bonner Park and Higgins (or
vicinity). Call 728-6326 or 549-9731 If no answer.
________________
, ________________101-4
FOUND: AT Univ. and Arthur, navy blue sweatet/shawl with fringe. Wed. at 7:30 p.m . Call 7211612.
__________________ ■
101-4
LOST: C O N T A C T lenses in beige case from Grizzly
Pool locker room Wed . 5:00. Call Jane at 543-4796
of 728-1809. days.
101-4
FOUND: SILVER cross on heavy chain at tennis
courts. Please claim at Kaimln Business office.
________________________
100-4
LOST BROWN wallet lost between student housing
and Little Big Man. If found mail to 407 Main.
Hamilton, Mt. 59840.
100-4
LOST: CHECKBOOK in brown paisley cover. Call
243-2094. Room 204 Aber
99-4

NORML BENEFIT: Sunday, May 14 at the Top Hat.
Donation S1.00. Music by Lost Highway Band.
:

___________________________ 1 0 1 -1

LISA: SHAUN Cassidy Is alive and well and living in
Missoula. See him May 25th.
101-1
PSYCHOHYPNOSIS: Dean Stone Night sufferers
are asked to submit to test by noted hypnotist to
determine actual cause of post-dinner runs. Call
243-6541.
101*1
TO THE PRETTY BLUE EYED GERMAN GIRL with
the new wall ornament. Want to go camping? MNERO.
__________________________ 101-1
D.-wiil you play Kafoonk with me? Heaps and gobs
of Love etc. — Mateus?
101-1
JULIE — For remember Its only me with a simple gift.
The time Is 7:00, the place is on the hill with a
strawberry drink for Its time to say hell. — J.C

101-1

_______________ .____________________

GIVEAWAY: VERY cute, grey & tiger kitten. Very
playful & friendly. Housebroken. Call 243-4286.
____________
99-4
FOUND: CALCULATO R in the forestry bldg. Friday.
Claim and identify in Forestry 110.
99-4
FOUND: O R IG IN S o f Sedimentary Rock textbook
on Maurice Avenue, by Married Student Housing.
Call 549-4527.
98-4
FOUND: FEMALE 5 mos. old pup. Brown (possible
'ft setter, 'ft lab) on Higgins and 6th. Call Debbie.
543-3575
98-4

TERRY HETRICK — To a true male chauvanist. and
that's an issue that can’t be “skirted."
101-1
NIN ER-TENER — just be sure this year won't end —
without a trick of true revenge.
101*1
TO ALL THE DRIBBLES — lets not break a perfect
record. Go for Itl — your Coach.
101-1
DUDLEY & DOOLEY, get to work on those ninnies.
— Wocky.
101-1
LETS SNUGGLE!! This coupon is good for one
snuggle with the snuggiee of your choice. 101-1

FOUND: CUTE, male, grey tiger kitten, about 4 mos.
• old, near campus. Call 243-4286.
98-4

STUDIO ONE: The Italian end the Stallion —Oh-h-h
baby. Bert.
101-1

LOST: PURPLE down jacket near the campus
baseball field. Call 243-2018.
96-4

NICKEL! HAVING you for a roommate & friend
makes a lot of “Cents"! 'Love, Toots.
101-1

personals

SEN. TU R G ID Heeker. good luck Saturday night.
Putt-Putt Comm.
101-1

DOVE TALE — the antique boutique. Men's,
women's and children's fashions and accessories
from 1800-1940's Open 10-5 M on-Sat. 612
Woody.
101-2

SENOR BODEGO. will you marry me? I love you in
eggplants — Astabulanose.
101-1
HAVE A good time at the Putt-Putt, Bonzo. — Gail.
BARRY NEIL. If Senor Bodego marries Astabulanoee. can we go on their honeymoon? — Hole.

101-1

_________________________________________ 101-1

M O NTANA POWER will be on campus to interview
May 16, 1978. — Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company will be on campus to Inter
view May 16,1978. — New England Life Insurance
Company will be on camups to interview May 17,
1978. — Powell County High School, Deer Lodge,
Montana will be on campus to interview May 17.
1978. — Hardin Public Schools will be on campus
to interview May 17, 1978. — Applications for
about 500 positions as investigators/conciliators
are being accepted by the Equal Employment
Commission during the weeks of May 15-26,1978.
— For more information contact the Placement
Services — Lodge. Room 148.
101-7

POLISH MEATBALL and The Excitable Box. Get
your checkbooks reedy ‘cause I'm hot tonight.

C H R IS . . . NO. George — Have you seen me lately?
Love. Beatrice.
101-1
BIRKENSTOCK FOOT PRINT SANDALS now
available in Missoula at the Dove Tale. 612 Woody,
(next to High Mtn.).
101-2
CONGRATS M ITC H . The best men finally won.
, Waugh eat our shorts. Keg & Dev.
101-1
YO U KNOW how to roam *Cuz you've got the dome.
We ail know your home at Connie's you're well
known.
101-1
TERRY FALCON, a good man, good friend, good
ball player. Good luck at New England Buddy. Pat
and Millea. 4th So.
101-1
W ILL JO H N alter his state of consciousness again?

____ ____ __________

101-1

IS IT true that Bonnie can hold beer like a camel
holds water?
101-1
CA N G ARTH get to first base?

101-1

W ILL KATHY go all the way?

101-1

______________ ____________________

101-1

NUKES IN the mountains, nukes in theses, nukes in
the meadows, nukes in the sky. Come to Bangor,
tell us why.
101-1
UNDER CAPITALISM, man oppresses man. under
socialism, it's the opposite.
101-1
LEFT HANDED MUTANT: There's been a transloca
tion. When do you want to recombinate? 101-1
TERRY AND JIM: Thanks for noticing! You made my
day. — A young lady.
101-1
SOMETIMES A TRAIN is just a train, Ardetl.
Sincerely. Group Leader.
, 101-1
GREEN DRAGONS and White Roses are what
dreams are made of. If love you. Rudolfo. 101-1
P.H. — I'd like to see you. Why don't you c a ll. . . or
something. S.P.
101-1
GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS Captain K. and
Sparrow, at. ai.
101-1
WOCKY: WE love you. but you have a snug butt.
Dudley and Dooley.
101-1
HAPPY ENGAGEMENT Terry and Andrea. M ay you
enjoy living together after marriage as much as
before.
101-1
LITTLE BUDDIES in Duniway: Watch out for the
Pink Blanket arsonists. Wa Wa Wa — Little
Buddies in Craig.
101-1
W HO WILL it be Brucey? Larry, or Mike? Tom
between 3 lovers? Your Pals.
101-1
COLLEEN B — Hey your bottom lip is dragging on
the ground! Better watch out, you're gonna fail
down! And no one is going to help you get back
up
101-1

WILL THE wisdom of age triumph over the impul
siveness of youth? Find out when the Sociology
All Stars demolish a rag-tag collection of hapless

BARBARA, W ILL you rub my bock at nap time? I love ■
you! Brian.
101-1

KEGGER

MARIE’S ART-eries

Tickets ▼T-Shirts
qui-i .
Po8terg
THE MEMORY BANKE
140 E. Broadway

728-5780

HI AGAIN, Gorgeous Hunk! How about a week-end.
just for you? Starts at noon today!
101-1
ALYCE. I told him it’s his body, so get your eyes off
MY CVCC. Sissy
101-1
O.J. — As soon as Income tax comes In, your wish
comes true.
101-1
A TTENTIO N SEARCHERS: Search Board and
Research applications available. Contact Treacle.
243-5055 or the Newmen Center.
96-4
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening, STUDENT W ALK-IN. Stu
dent Health Service Building. Southeast entrance.
Weekdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m -11.30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 8 p.m. to 12 p.m.
80-33
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY options — Call Marie
Kuffel at 728-3820. 728-3845. 549-7721.
60-33
C RISIS CENTER — confidential listening, outresch
help, and referrals for anyone, anytime. Call 5 4 3
8277
61-51
10c BEER 2 a m. til 1 p.m 3 9 p.m. THE TAVERN.
2 0 6 1 10th and Kemp. Cheapest beer in town. Open
noon-2 a.m.
77-36
KEGS Ice cold. THE TAVERN. 2061 10th and Kemp
Coora $28.00 plus deposit. Lucky-Schlitz $28.00
plus deposit. Others can be ordered.
77*36
POOL TOURNAMENTS Mon. 8 p.m. singles Wed. 8
p.m. doubles. TH E TAVERN. 2061 10th and Kemp.
77-36

servlcea
BIG SKY COLLEGE OF BARBER-STYLING, INC.
Prospective students welcome. Student BarberStyling Services. Phone: 721-5588. 600 Kensing
ton Ave., Missoula. Mt.
97-14
W OMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy. V.D..
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon Frl.. 2-8 p.m. 5437806.
2-110

MEN AND WOMEN: Why not explore Life Insurance
as a career? Phone Fidelity Union Life, 7237480.
Gary Me Morris, Agency Mgr.
101-1
PIANO PLAYER needed: Honky-Tonk or Jazz for
Blackboard's Cove at the Lighthouse Inn In
Poison. Weekends now — full-tim e this summer.
Wages and/or living quarters negotiable. Call 16835 5 3 0 with name, addreea. and phone. 101-3
PART-TIME adjuster needed. 2 3 2 5 hours/wk.
Apply at Souths!de National Bank. 910 Brooks.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
101-1
WE DO N ’T WANT YOU! Unless you feel you are
worth more than $2.66 per hour. Life Insurance
sales on a part-time basis as you finish school.
We'll be interviewing for 3 positions over the next
couple weeks. Call 728-8610. New England Life, of
course!
96-4
MATURE. RESPONSIBLE workaholic for Mgr/Cook
in a growing Nat. Food Restaurant. Send resumes
to N. Nile. 639 N 4th W . M a la . M T 59601. 97-5

RIDE NEEDED to Helena. Frl.. May 12. Call Debby.
5435896
934
NEED RIDE to Billings. Thurs. aft, 5/ 11. Return
Sunday Cali Rich. 2432467.
934

for sale
GARAGE SALE Sat 1 3 2
clothing, etc.

1821 Hollis. Furniture.
101-1

typing_____________________________

NEW G.E. 10-mch color T V. $175.00. 549-4844
101-3

TYPING. FAST, accurate, experienced 7231663.
933

TOSRV ticket. Call Mark. 549-6072’

ELECTRIC TYPING service. Can pick up and
deliver. 5436295
9321

PIONEER REEL to reel system with speakers and
receiver $85 Karen. 542-2950
934

ACCURATE

BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke, 140 E. Broadway, downtown.
77-36

EXPERIENCED

typing.

5 4 36835
92-21

THE TYPING CHARACTERS — fast, accurate
typing. 273-0274 or 728-4314.
9316

automotive

THESIS TYPING. 5437958.

8333

TYPING: IBM Selectric. 7231370.

77-36

1973 OPEL Manta Luxus, sunroof, AM /FM , new
paint. Must sell immediately, best offer takes 5 4 3
8344
933

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE — 7237025.
44-68

bicycles

RUSH TYPING. Lynn, 549-8074

TW O

SC H W IN N

13speed

bicycles

G O IN G EAST? Need ride to East coast. Wash., D.C.
Leaving June 5-6 Share usuals. 7237173. 101-4
NEED RIDE to Long Beach V.A. Hosp. o r surround
ing area. Between June 15 & 19. Will share
expense. Sweetheart of a guy Call Tony. 5422896.
1034

motorcycles
FOR SALE: 1972 Norton Commando 750, 8,000
miles, see at Hodaka Shop.
934

roommates needed
SHARE HO USE with three other men for the
summer A large home very close, to UM. $75 for
your room. Call 7 2 35246.
101-5

RIDE NEEDED to Poison Marathon on May 20. Will
share gas expenses Call Carol at 543-8965 after 6
p.m.
1034

summer sublet

RIDE NEEDED to Jackson. Wyo. Weekend, May 20.
Janet. 721-3466.
99-4

M O DERN, FURNISHED 2-bdrm. apt., fireplace,
laundry facilities, tennis courts. $ l8 5 /m o , in
cludes utilities. Call 7 2 3 8 6 9 9
101-3

NEED RIDE from Missoula to Seely Lake on
weekends. Call 7231 8 4 3 after 5.
934
RlDER/DRIVER wanted to Reno. NV, leaving May 10
at 7 p.m. Call 728-5665 evenings.
96-4

2 BDRM. APT., completely furnished, d o s e to U,
$ 150/m o incl. util. Available June i 3 S e p t 10
5438344
933

RIDE NEEDED to Billings weekend of M ay 12. 2 4 3
2483 or leave message at 2432564.
98-4
RIDE NEEDED to Spokane this weekend. 4-12. will
share gas 4 expenses Call 243-4789
934
RIDE NEEDED to Billings for 1. Can leave anytime
Fri. after 1.00. Call 4966
934

We will be
closed for
renovations
May 14-19.

1
We use
only
I1
stone
m
ground ^
Come to the
m
flour and
opening of our
no refined
Mammyth Bakery
i
sugar.
Cafe Sat., May 20
MAMMYTH BAKERY I
4
Delicious cinnamon rolls, bagels,
cupcakes, cookies . ..
i
7 2 S W A irie r
In The Warehouse
i

PUBLICATIONS
BOARD
Is Accepting
Applications For

SUMMER KAIMIN
Co-Editors
Deadline
May 12
Applications
a.
Available
in UC 105

Our baked goods can be
purchased at Freddy's Feed A
Reed and The Good Food Stora

542-0046

TV .
r J S S I j n si
n :
fe :, / .
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Soft, Warm C ottons a nd Coot M uslins
fo r that Fashionable French Look

RISHASHAY
There’s No Other Store Like It

WORLD’S LARGEST BENEFIT KEGGER
15,500 gallons of Icy cold Olympia Beer. We dare you to try and drink It all.

!AY 17

549-4844.
101-3

transportation

• Gallery
• Art Supplies
• Frames & Matting
Art Student Discount

1639 South Ave. W.

1033

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate
542-2435.
8316

NEED RIDE to Chicago on June 8. return July 11.
Will share expenses Call 5437979.
101-4

help wanted

101-1

_________________________ ' __________

C O NG RATS NEW advocates! Im portant meeting
Monday. M ay 15 at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Center.

DR. ROLFE’S 102 french class: it's Burgundy or
bust!
_______________
101-1

SABODA ALLAH — as a Fullbright T A you should
exhibit more decorum.
101-1

MLAC

K.O. RODEO GROUNDS

Alderman . . .

Harden ______
• C ont. fro m p. 1.

• C ont. fro m p. 1.

are sovereign, Harden said.
All acts of Congress affecting
the Indian nations made after
these treaties are illegal, she said.
Such acts include the 1871 Appro
priation Act that declared the
Indian nations no longer sovereign
and the Citizenship Act, which
began the destruction of the tradi
tional lifestyle of Indians by “child
stealing" — incorporating a for
eign value system in young Indi
ans, she said.
In an interview before her talk,
Harden said, "The thorough brain
washing of the people by the
media and educational system
channel public views in accor
dance with what the vested inter
ests want the people to think."

A b e r------------• Cont. tro w p. 1.

ers, a vocalist.
At dusk, three movies will be
shown on the Oval: “My Little
Chickadee" and “A Fatal Glass of
Beer" by W. C. Fields, and a
Keystone Cops film, “ Keystone
Hotel." In case of rain, the bar
becue will be held in the Food
Service, and the music and movies
will be presented in the UC Ball
room.
The annual Aber Day Cleanup
will start at 8:30 Wednesday morn
ing, May 17. Volunteers should
meet on the Oval, where they will
be assigned to groups working on
specific campus projects. Free
refreshments will be provided for
volunteers.
The first 250 participants in the
cleanup will receive a coupon
entitling them to a $1 discount on a
ticket to the Aber Day kegger.
Aber Day was instituted in 1915
in honor of one of the first profes
sors at UM, William Aber. One of
Aber's avocations was the beautifi
cation of the university campus,
which led to the designation of
Aber Day as a day for campus
cleanup.

She condemned the materialis
tic lives of people in advanced
industrial societies. The people
have lost their spiritual awareness:
they now need material things to
show they are alive and successful,
she said.
The traditional way of life of the
Indian is spiritual: each living
entity is considered one's brother
and sister, she said.
Harden said she is teaching
people to “ become human beings
again.”
"We use what we have learned
from this society to teach and help

Rubber balls in
river puzzling
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los
Angeles residents have become
accustomed to seeing water in the
normally dry Los Angeles River.
But rubber balls?
Hundreds of basketballs, volleyballs, tetherballs and footballs
have been floating down the ce
ment channel in the last four days
— and no one is quite sure why.
Bill Hardy of the Los Angeles
Flood District guessed, “ Maybe
someone was testing out equip
ment or something. We have no
idea.”
The mystery may never be
solved since by late Wednesday
the flow seemed to have abated.
Most must have sunk or been
collected before they reached the
mouth of the river, because a Long
Beach Harbor spokesman, after
asking for the question to be
repeated, said he hadn't seen any
rubber balls in the bay.

ALICES

^ ^ ^ *^ ^ S U N D A Y ^ ^

BRUNCH
We feature delicate
pastries along with
delicious entrees such
as Eggs Benedict,
Orange French Toast and
much more.

ARTISTS/EDUCATORS
SEMINAR
Friday, May 12
Fine Arts 401 at 7:00 p.m.
Open to Public

Daily 11-9

Sun. 10-9

123 E. Main

NOT ALL PACKS
ARE CREATED EQUAL

each other," she said.
"It is not normal to live on
concrete and not see the sky."
Many survival schools have been
started to teach the traditional
spiritual ways of the Indians, she
said.
These schools are offshoots of
the American Indian Movement.
The schools, the Treaty Council
and AIM are supported by dona
tions from sympathizers from
many countries.
Barbara Burke, a director of
Planned Parenthood of Missoula,
spoke on the right of a woman to
have control over the privacy of her
body.
She outlined the history of
repressive legislation, such as the
exclusion of women’s right to vote,
and applied this idea to the
society-induced repression of a

woman's choice about what she
wants to do with her body.
Abortion has been widely prac
ticed throughout the ages and the
choice will always exist regardless
of the law, she said.
Change:has come through the
courts in the attitude toward abor
tion,she said. In 1973 the Supreme
Court legalized abortion through
an interpretation that a woman has
the right to the privacy of her body.
The major legislation attempts
to hinder abortions have come in
the form of anti-abortion riders to
many bills and appropriations
going through Congress, she said.
Poor women are blocked from
getting abortions because of high
costs, she said, and unnecessary
requirements for medical facilities
that make it more expensive to
have abortions.

Connolly enough time to respond
to criticism and whether Price's
criticisms had been specific
enough.
Trustee Don Mullen said that
with "two years of thinking you're
doing okay and then suddenly
finding out you’re not, five weeks is
not enough."
Jean Ellison, deputy county
attorney and representative for
Missoula County school districts,
said Connolly’s contract made no
specific mention of how much time
a teacher should be allowed to
respond to criticisms.
She told the trustees they should
rule on Connolly’s grievance on
the basis of what the contract says,
not what they think it should say.
Campbell said "we'll go to court
to enforce the contract. . . imme
diately.”

USED EQUIPM ENT
AND

DEM ONSTRATOR
CLEARANCE
NOW
SPEAKERS
Jensen 24” used .......................................................................................... $250 pr.
Zobco 12” 3 way (Pioneer) demonstrator, reg. $400..................................$180 pr.
Telmar VS-700, n ew ....................................................... reg. $49.95
$29.95 ea.
JBLL-100, n e w .................................................................... reg. $700
$550 pr.
Sony Stool Speakers...................................................................................$200 pr.

AMPLIFIERS
Sanyo DCA-311 integrated. 30 watts per channel
at 8 ohms, Better than .08% THD
n e w !........................................................................... reg. $189.95

$159.95

RECEIVERS
Craig 5501, demonstrator................................................reg. $204.95

$152.95

TAPE DECKS
Teac 4070 bidirectional record & playback. .
Used reel to reel.............................................................. was $750
$400.00
Sony TC-270 used portable reel to r e e l...................................................... $300.00
Sony TC-258 stereo and quad eight track, used .........................................$45.00
Craig Pioneer 3204. Used eight track
with amplifier...................................................................................— $50.00
Sanyo RD 5350, new......................................................... reg. $229.95
$199.95

TURNTABLES
No pack is going to
make the load you carry
lighter. Some packs:
• fit more comfortably for
different body types
• are better suited to your
needs in terms of size,
adaptability and
accessibility
• are quality constructed
for durability

We carry a wide range of packs for every need and body
type. And we know how to fit them properly
FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT
from $22.50 to $95.00

Garrard 72 B Changer, used..........................................................................$50.00
BSR 710 Changer, used................................................................................. $99.95
Craig H-120, new ...............................................................reg. $109.55
$78.00
$96.75
Craig 5101, new .................................................................. reg. $129.95

MISCELLANEOUS
BSR FEU II equalizer........................................................... reg. $99.95
Tennelec MCP-1 programmable
scanner ............................................................................. reg. $400
PIONEER Component Ensemble #2. Slightly
damaged floor model. Complete with
turntable, amplifier, tuner, cassette tape
deck, speakers, headphones, and cabinet
reg. $1,070
PIONEER Component Ensemble #3. Same as #2,
but with more power and larger
speakers....... ...................... .........................

543-6966

501 S. HIGGINS
MISSOULA

$250

$650

$900.00

ELECTRONIC PARTS
1030 South Ave. W.
Across From the Fairgrounds

“Since 1974"

reg. $1,245

$75.00

Visa and
Mastar Charge
Welcome

Regionals begin today
for 9 women tracksters
The last chance for additional University of M.ontana women track
members to qualify for the nationals begins today for the nine Grizzlies
running in the regionals in Bozeman.
More than 300 athletes will represent the various colleges and
universities throughout the Pacific Northwest today and tomorrow.
The top 35 teams from the Northwest will attend the meet with hopes of
qualifying for national competition later this month.
UM will not take a full team to the meet; the Grizzlies' main hopes will
be to earn individual honors and a berth in the national meet.
Montana will be led by two national-bound competitors, Marsha
Hamilton and Debbie Rauk, and two other individuals who still have
hopes of qualifying, Vicki Roys and Sally Newberry.
In addition, the 440-yard relay team, the spring medley relay team and
the two-mile relay team will compete.
Seattle Pacific has been touted as the meet favorite on the merits of a
trio of seasoned competitors with national recognition. Debbie Quatier,
in the 3,000 meters; Pam Spencer, high jump, and Lorna Griffin, discus,
rank among the nation's best in their specialities.
Quatier and Spencer have international experience to their credit.
Spencer, a Great Falls native, is a former Olympian and she has cleared
5-foot-11 in the high jump.
Corvallis native Griffin has a 177-foot discus fling to her credit.
Events are slated to begin at 10 a.m. today and at 11 a.m. tomorrow.

Grizzlies close spring drills tomorrow
lined all spring due to knee surgery,
sophomore Bob Boyes is the probable
starter in the slot behind the snapper.

The University of Montana football team
will hold its final get-together of the spring
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. when It clashes with
the UM alumni In the annual spring game.
The Grizzlies have been practicing for the
past four weeks In preparation for next
season's football battles.
Tomorrow's game will be the sixth
between the varsity players and their
predecessors, and the youngsters currently
hold a 2-1-1 edge.
The varsity is expected to be healthy with
the exception of a broken bone suffered by
quarterback Rocky Klever. The freshman
signal-caller broke his left hand, which Is
not his throwing hand, and is not expected
to play in the game.
With junior quarterback Tim Kerr side

Pros to Play
On the other side of the line of scrimmage
from the Grizzly varsity at least three
members of National Football League
teams are slated to play. Barry Darrow of
the Cleveland Browns and Walt Brett of the
'Atlanta Falcons are expected to be joined
by UM's newest addition to the pro raqks,
Terry Falcon.
Steve Okoniewski, a former NFL player
now with the Canadian Football League,
and former CFL performer Tuufuli Uperesa
are also on the roster.

CENTURION 10-SPEED BIKES

Sports slate
Tracksters Preparing for Big Sky
About 10 University of Montana men tracksters will go through their
final tune-up before the Big Sky Conference meet when they compete in
the Northwest Relays in Seattle Saturday.
The Grizzlies will compete against athletes from Washington State,
the University of Washington, the University of Oregon, Oregon State
University and thp University of Idaho as well as several smaller schools.
The entire squad competed last night in the Montana Twilight Meet
at Dornblaser Stadium. Next week the Grizzlies will take 25 athletes to
Pocatello for the Big Sky Conference meet.
Women Netters Go to Seattle
The UM women's tennis team will head west this weekend for the
Northwest Regional Large College Tournament in Seattle. The squad
split its decisions last weekend, losing to Washington State 8-1 and
upending Puget Sound 7-2. Tana Sparks is UM’s only undefeated player
with a 15-0 record.
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COMPLETE REPAIR SHOP

SUNDANCE

Men Netters to Finish in Bozeman
The UM men's tennis team will wrap up the season today and
tomorrow in Bozeman with a round-robin tournament. UM will face
Montana State, Montana Tech, the Billings Racquet Club and independ
ent teams from Missoula and Bozeman.
Montana finished fifth in the six-team field last weekend at the Big
Sky Championships in Boise. Idaho State won that meet, Its second
straight tennis title in the conference.
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Also — Hot Pretzels
PIZZA & SANDWICHES
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Two Shows Nightly
10:30 - 12:30

Nationally Famous
Musical Juggler

Chris Bliss

Corner Pocket
Is Proud To Announce
The Infamous

LADIES’ 8-BALL
TOURNAMENT!!!
—$2.00 Entry Fee
-—Over 100% Return on Total
Entries In Prize Money
— Double Elimination

Every Monday at 7 p.m.
At the South Center

Hat Appeared With:
Dr. Hook, Starland Vocal Band, Emmy
Lou Harris, Cold Blood, C. C. Ryder.

TRADING POST SALOON *-

r

Big Sky
to discuss
expansion

BOISE (AP) — Six schools will
be considered for possible expan
sion of the Big Sky Athletic Con
ference at its meeting in Pocatello
May 22, Commissioner Steve Bel
ko said Wednesday.
“There's been talk about possi
ble expansion, but I don’t know if
the presidents of conference
schools will want to do anything
about it at this time," Belko said.
"We have several new presidents
and they may want to wait."
Belko said surveys on academic
and athletic programs at six
schools have been made and will
be available for discussion. He said
any expansion talk is in the preli

minary stage and no schools have
been invited to join. None have
applied for membership, but Belko
said there have been some discus
sions.
Data has been obtained on
North Dakota University, North
Dakota State, University of Nevada
Reno, South Dakota State, Por
tland State and Eastern Washing
ton College, Belko said.
Present Big Sky members are
Idaho, Idaho State, Boise State,
Gonzaga,
Montana, Montana
State, Weber State and Northern
Arizona. Gonzaga does not play
football.
Belko said the Big Sky Confer-

J o h n D o u e r C o n c e rt C o m p a n y
and ASUM Programming______

ence's decision to go to Division
1AA in college football prompted
several inquiries from several
schools about membership.
“ If we expand," Belko said, “we'd
want to add schools which are
about the same size, in the same
geographical area and have com
parable athletic and academic
programs with present Big Sky
members.”
He said new members will en
large the conference's geographi
cal scope and raise scheduling
problems, especially for minor
sports.
Belko said some schools may
oppose expanding the conference
to 10 teams since the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
limits a school to 26 basketball
games. A home-and-home sche
dule in a 10-team conference
would take 18 games. He said if a
team played in a holiday tourna
ment it would leave only five

possible non-conference games.
“The first question we'll proba
bly decide is whether the confer
ence should be expanded." Belko
said. “ If we decide yes. we'll have
to decide how many teams to
admit, and then decide which
ones."
Portland State has sought Big
Sky membership for several years.
The North Dakota schools and
South Dakota State are in the
North Central Conference, which
remained in Division II when the
NCAA was restructured.
Belko said the conference may
invite one or two schools to
consider joining with an under
standing a final decision will be
made the following year.
Another major item on the
agenda, Belko said, will be decid
ing how many football scholar
ships to recommend for Division
1AA schools.

frudentd

TOSHIRO MIFUNE

IN

Samurai, a classic trilogy of color films by Hiroshi Insgaki (who also directed Chushlngura).
stars Toshiro Mifune (the “farmer's son"—clownish
member of Kurosawa's Seven Semurel, and hero of
countless Japanese movies) as Musashi Miyamoto, the
real-life greatest swordsman of 17th-century Japan. Part
I, T he Le gend o l M usashi, relates Musashi's raising and
education at the hands of monks who rescue him from an
almost animal existence. Part II, D u e l a t Ic h ijo ji Temple.
shows him as a serious, matured, courteous man — also
a brilliant duelist — who is sent into the world to gain
spiritual experience.
’These will
show once
only, as a
double fea
ture, starting
at 8 p.m.
1954.
Part III, M usashi e n d K o jiro, concludes the legend of Musashi
with the famous historical confrontation of Musashi and his
mortal enemy. Sasaki Kojiro. Beneath the blaze of the rising
sun -the two fight a decisive battle on the beach of Ganryu
Island to determine who is the greatest swordsman of Japan.
Musashl/Mifune’s opponent is played by Tatsuya N a k a d a i,
w ho frequently embodies the G reat Villain of samurai movies
in contrast to Mifune’s generally more positive characteriza
tions. Each of these films stands on its own as a complete
entertainment; this is the Montana Premiere of the complete trilogy. Academy Award winner.
1955. as Best Foreign Film. Color.

INAGAKI’S

SAMMY HAGAR
former lead singer
of Montrose
TONIGHT

Adams Fieidhouse

Tickets $8.00
Available at UC Bookstore 8am-4pm
Adams Fieidhouse after 4pm

THmiHl /
515
515 sc
SOUTH H IG G IN S

For ticket information-call 243-6661

^

MONTANA PREMIERE
‘ SPECIAL TIM ES AS ABOVE

Starts Today! Five Days Only!
Nightly at 7:15 and 9:20
BARGAIN MATINEE SUN., 2 P.M. ONLY—ADM. S1.50

"A TANTALIZING TEASE...

for adults who've done a little living... a delight in thfe watching 7
JUDITH CRIST

NewYojtc Pom

"TRIUMPHANTLY FUNNY
AND WISE...
The incomparable Luis Bunuel...
an authentic master... restores
one's appreciation for
the fantastic7
VINCENT CANBY

Luis
B u h n e rs

That

Obscure
O bject

O flJesire
CCel Obscur Objet du Desir)

o u tra g e o u s !

FIRSTARTISTSpresents
a

SERGESILBERMAN P rod uce r
Oitecteobv LUISBUNUEL

Screenptoy py UJtS BUNUEl vwth JEAN CtAUOE (

A HERBERT RSTEINMANN -BILLY BAXTER Presentation Producers WILLIAM MARSHALL and HENK VAN OER KOLK
Screenplay RICHARD BENNER Director RICHARD BENNER Original Musical Score PAUL HOFFERT
Musical Director PAUL HOFFERT Starring CRAIG RUSSELL and HOLLIS McLAREN From Cinema 5 [S]

“A classy, fast, fresh, funny flick.”

with FERNANDOREV CARCXE BOuOUP ANGtL,
JUIIEN8£RTh£AU ANDREV.TBER M lfN AIA
Art {Vector PIERRE GtFFROY ■ D-recto* of Pho«ograooy I
Production MonogeiUUY PCXARD AooucmwSERC

— People Magazine

fiiUil, Release

OPEN 6:45 P.M.
Cartoon at 7:00-9:15
"Outrageous” at

7:15 and 9:30

Two Showings Fri.-Sat. Eves.
Other Eves. 8:00 Only
No Showing Mon. Eve.
Amazing Aces Concert

WILMA
543-7341

Open 7:00 For Evening
Open 1:45 P.M.
For Sunday Matinee

EnghsnSubtitles

R -E E s
The Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341

DOONESBURY

by G arry Trudeau

WO m m , A S MUCHAS
I HATE THOSE m in e s,
1 HAVE TO ADMIT TM
CM,
| IO0NIN6 FORWARD TO TEAM?
: SCEIN6MY OLD ROOM
/
•L, m a t e s a g a in ..
(

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THE LAST TIME
(BE MEREALL TOGETHER M S AFTER
THE REGATTA IN M 3 . ME THREWA
BEER TARTY BEHIND THEBOATHOUSE
WITHSOME6/R tS FROM THE WS5AR
GLEE CLUB. UHAJA VM S THAT

YOU KNOW, IP
CAREFUL,
SHE JUSTHADN'T DAD. YOU'RE
MARRJED STAN,
FREE ASSO I'LL BET M E..
C/AT/NG.

'j f f i j ,

cS>j

s m b
]
;

W OLDEST, TED, IS SOMETHING
Uf a commodities m z . a n d
JENNIFER CALLS OPTIONS
BETTER 5
VHER OL'MAN!
HEE, HEE! CAN YOU
IMAGINE?
\

ACTUALLY. tM NOT D om e THAT
MUCHATTHE EMM ANYMORE.
THE KIDS HAVE PRETTY
MUCH WHEN 0>®?-%5==i

VERY
IMPRESSIVE,
ROGER.

SO HOW ABOUT
YOU, GUY? GOT
AN Y KIDS?

NO. NONE
TO SPEAK

m ?

REALLY?
NOT EVEN
ONE IN LAW
SCHOOL?
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I JUST PONT LOOK, DAD, MAYBE
SEE HOUJ
YOUV UNDBISJAND
DROPPING BETTER IF YOUCAME
OUT CAN
D0W1TQ1HE STATION
POSSIBLY AND SAW WHAT TT
B E ., f
IS THAT 1 DO.

'm

REMEMBER WHEN X WENT TO
WORK A S A CLERK A T YOUR.
BROKERAGE? WHAT DO YOUSA Y
YOU GIVEM E TIB SAM E CHANCE?
■ COME CNTO'PRCFTieS ONPARADE '
AND BE TODAYS INTERVIEW!

§ 6

IT/TERJAEW?
WHAT DO YOU
ANYTHING
MEAN. T N T B tm u? YOUUANT.
WHAT WOULD!
IT WOULD
TALK ABOUT IN
BE TOTALLY
AN NTERAEW?
UP TO YOU'

COULD I
GIVE M Y
BERT LANCE
DEFENSE?

SUAE! IN
FACT, I'D
RATHER
TT WEREN'T
SERIOUS

f ijf c

//

C O U N T R Y
LE % »E N D S I
_____

IK
L !M
COUNTRY
LEGENDS’
D R E S S IN G

JROOM

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY]
The Two Best Adult Films of the 70’s

JACK NICHOLSON
CANDICE BERGEN
ARTHUR GARFUNKEL
ANN-MARGRET

,-M ilcs

aK dstoflctS ofi^

The triumphs and
defeats of two men
dealing with women...

SAT, MAY I3tm

'CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE"
T E C H N IC O L O R [n]

500
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AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES RELEASE

Starts at Dusk
“Carnal” Shows First
One Complete Show

GO WEST!
Drive-In • Hwy. 10 West
5 Miles West of Airport

m o n n
1

THEATRES IN MISSOULA

Hum ane education program set for elem entary schools
By NANCY CALLAN
M o n t a n a K a lm in R e p o r t e r

The Missoula County Humane
Society is sponsoring a humane
education program in Missoula
elementary schools. Jane Karr,
director of the program, said
teaching pet ownership responsi
bility and pet overpopulation con-;
trol are among the main objectives
of the program.
The program, she said, will not
be mandatory but will be offered as
a service this fall to the school
system. Karr said the programs will
be prepared for only kindergarten
through the sixth grade this year
because of a lack of funding and
materials.
Humane education, she said,
will not be taught as a separate

subject, but as a concept to be
integrated into the entire school
curriculum. The program will be
presented once a year to each
class and will be geared to that
grade level, she said. Topics such
as pet care, spaying and neutering,
the concepts of humaneness,
animal rights and wildlife manage
ment options will be covered.
The degree of integration of the
program into the curriculum is up
to the individual teacher, Karr said.
A "kit” containing ideas for incor
porating humane education into
various subjects will be given to
the teachers. An example of inte
gration would be to have the
students in a math course compute
the offspring of one unspayed cat
or dog instead of cutting up apples
and oranges.

Karr was hired in December and
did the ground work for the hu
mane education program this year.
The program is aimed at elemen
tary schools, but total public
awareness is also one of the goals
of the education program, she
said.
The society hopes that the
program will increase awareness
of the problem of stray and un
wanted pets and, it is hoped, the
community will share the respon
sibility of dealing with these anim
als. In 1977, 1,350 dogs had to be
destroyed by the humane society.
In 29 states, humane education
has been legislated and has re
ceived funding and support from
school systems, local govern
ments and business communities.
The society said although the

effects of its program may not be
evident for another generation, its
goal is to get community support
for “an evolving attitude of realistic
reverence for all |jfe.''
The society has chosen the
annual Be Kind to Animals Week,
May 7-13, to advertise its program
on humane education. Be Kind to
Animals Week was begun in 1915
to bring attention to protecting

horses and livestock from inhu
mane treatment.
Today the emphasis has shifted
to dogs and cats and having pets
neutered to prevent overpopula
tion. Dan Haggerty, star of the
television series, “The Life and
Times of Grizzly Adams,” is the
1978 Kindness Chairman for the
American Humane Society.

Activity fee breakdown
$15 per student per quarter
(approximate figures based on an average enrollment of 8,000)

THE HOLDING COMPANY
• MONDAY, TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY —
Vi Price Drinks 9:3o-io:3o p.m.
w.

• WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Disco Contest
$50 Prize — Free
Margaritas to Contestants

• DINNER SPECIAL
EVERY NIGHT
Try Our New Salad Bar

• SOUP & SANDWICH
SPECIALS
Mon.-Fri.

<Y

x •

The chart above shows how much a student pays out of his or her $15
(per quarter) activity fee to different campus organizations.

Only $1.95

KEGGER HEADQUARTERS
Concerts, Keggers,
Whatever-----Worden’s Is the
Place to Go for
R a i n i e r 5 Yi.
All Your Party
Supplies — Pitchers
Available for the
Library Kegger, too. M i c h e i o b

L u ck y

Lowenbrap-

hm

& © Iy

Buclweiser

i) u m

SchlitzM alt

The Keg
Kapitol of
Montana

L ,

One stop shopping
for everything
from snacks to
six packs to
ice cold kegs!
“75 YEARS OF
TRADITION”

WORDEN’S MARKET
434 N. Higgins Ave.

549-1293

The bucks stopped here
It is done. These are the final allocations from activity fees to
Request
student groups.
1979-79
1978-79
1977-78
$69,451
$27,192
ASUM Administration ........... $65,005
62,642
59,748
Campus Recreation................ 55,642
Programming........................... 52,600
66,546
46,533
49,834
Kaim in.....................................
42,539
46,534
30,000
Special Reserve Fund............. 20,000
20,000
Day Care.................................. 15,185
17,750
14,605
Student Action C e nter........... 15,000
15,553
15,183
Montana M asquers................
12,000
16,545
12,500
Wilderness S tud ies................
16,547
9,120
10,621
Legislative C om m ittee...........
7,820
1,100
7,000
Kyi-Yo Indian C lu b ................
15,325
6,000
7,825
Advocates................................
6,262
4,565
5,400
Legal Services.........................
22,694
4,800
4,150
Women's Resource C e nter. ..
6,358
4,500
5,610
Jazz W orkshop.......................
8,335
4,335
4,006
Black Student Union..............
4,000
5,146
8,300
Dance Ensem ble....................
2,455
4,275
3,275
Debate and Oratory................
7,224
3,000
5,304
ASUM Accounting..................
2,910
2,800
16,193
Cutbank ..................................
3,800
2,700
3,300
Concert B a n d .........................
2,687
1,924
3,431'
Little Symphony.....................
2,383
5,470
2,015
Rodeo C lu b ............................
1,780
1,059
7,353
Women’s Place.......................
2,346
1,212
6,300
Progressive Student Union . ..
1,500
1,250
1,625
International Student Assoc. .
1,500
1,213
2,772
Student Wildlife Society.........
1,150
1,250
1,250
Appropriate Energy Developers
900
1,488
-0University C h o ir......................
735
1,982
4,721
Panhellenic.............................
490
2,755
500
Interfraternity C o u n c il...........
499
490
2,800
Art Student Association.........
470
1,380
18,925
Forestry Students Association
400
900
900
SAPHA ...................................
279
400
996
Sijihua Far Eastern Association
350
804
1,140
Folk Dance..............................
300
115
910
Woodwind Quintet..................
225
150
400
Baseball C lu b .........................
200
1,795
3,459
Pre-Physical Therapy.............
200
425
170
Student Montana Education
A ssociation.........................
200
573
655
String Quartet.........................
195
250
250
Rugby .....................................
2,690
175
2,495
Women’s Rugby.....................
175
1,198
1,355
Soccer.....................................
175
1,639
3,451
V olleyball................................
100
1,084
1,690
Bowling...................................
100
786
2,866
Computer C lub.......................
100
185
550
Skydivers................................
100
-O2.400
596
Fencing...................................
100
-0402
1,073
75
Gym nastics............................
817
1,885
^ 75
Jud o.........................................
593
50
266
Handball..................................
141
1,718
50
Student Rec. Assoc.................
1,041
50
190
Boxing.....................................
900
50
-0Trap and Skeet.......................
1,100
Woodsmen..............................
50
-0300
-0286
Montana Natural A re a s .........
410
595
Home Economics Association
-0467
-O257
Pre-Med ..................................
-0300
-0Friends of the Earth ..............
4,690
-0-0Men's Awareness Center.......
-0750
-0A kid o .......................................
-O-O385
Wholistic Learning Center__
385
-0-OMontana Repertory Theatre ..
-O-O2,145
H o cke y...................................
“0“
-0550
Zoological Society..................
7,341
-0-0Students for J u s tic e ..............
-0-0100
Athletic Trainers C lu b ...........
-0-029,640
Married Student Union...........
Totals................................ $360,224 $359,095* $573,913
’ Editor's note: The budget total for this year includes groups
that did not request money for next year and who, therefore, are
not listed above.
Becoming a Walking Book?

Here’s One
for Mother!

Come to the

Student WALK-IN

Bring This Ad In for a
20% DISCOUNT
on Any Book, Now
through May 20th

Confidential Listening

11-6 Mon.-Sat.

Weekdays: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Friday A Saturday: 8 p.m.-12 p.m.

Special Entrance at
SE End of Health Service

■

105 S. 3rd St. Watt
Directly Across the Bridge
From Downtown
^
549-5961

“ENHANCE
YOUR
FUTURE”

Sophomores — Juniors — Veterans
Kathy Arntson completes the ROTC Program this year.
She can tell you about the financial, travel, and
leadership experience advantages that can be yours.
Ask Kathy about the 2-year program at Room 102,
Men’s Gym, or call 243-2681/4191.

Friday
• Beta Alpha Psi regional con
ference. 8:30 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms.
• Accounting Advisory Board
meeting, 9 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms: luncheon, noon, UC Mon
tana Rooms.
• Social Work meeting, 9 a.m.,
UC Montana Rooms.
• Mathematics colloquium ,
"Robust Estimation in the Unob
served Species Problem,” 2 p.m.,
Math 109.
• Computer seminar, "Comput
ing in a High Technology Indus
try," John Barr, 3 p.m., LA 104.
• Mathematics colloquium ,
"Maximum Likelihood Versus Me
thod of Moihents Estimation in
Simulations," 4 p.m., Math 109.
• International Students' Asso
ciation volleyball, 7 p.m., Women's
Center Gym,

• Square dance festival, 7 p.m.,
UC Ballroom.
• School of Business awards
banquet, 7 p.m., UC Gold Oak
East.
• Artists/Educators
seminar,
"Art Education in Montana,” 7
p.m., Fine Arts 401.
• Silvertip Skydivers meeting, 8
p.m., Tad's house.
• French plays, "ConversationSinfonietta" and “ Un Geste Pour
Un Autre," presented by UM
French Dept., 8 p.m.. Music Recital
Hall, free.
• Programming concert, Ted
Nugent, 8 p.m., field house, $7 in
advance, $8 at door.
• Drama/Dance Dept, play,
"Woyzeck," 8 p.m., University
Theatre, for reservations call 2434581.
Saturday
• NAA workshop, 9 a.m., UC

Montana Rooms.
• Law Day conference, 10 a.m.,
UC Montana Rooms.
• Law conference, “Access to
the Law," 10:30 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms.
• Square dance festival, noon,
UC Ballroom; buffet and style
show, 4:30 p.m., UC Gold Oak;
Evening buffet, 11 p.m., UC Gold
Oak.
• NAA luncheon, noon, UC
Montana Rooms.
• Programming coffeehouse,
Dee Carstensen, 8 p.m., UC
Lounge.
• Drama/Dance Dept, play,
"Woyzeck,” 8 p.m., University
Theatre, for reservations call 2434581.
Sunday
• Wildlife Photo contest, 10
a.m., UC Montana Rooms.

• Meal and program, 5:30 p.m..
the Ark, 538 University Ave.
• Fine Arts recital, Dean Peter
son, pianist, 8 p.m.. Music Recital
Hall.
Monday
• UC Gallery exhibition, 24
aquatints by Robert Motherwell,
May 15-June 3.

• Feature-length
cartoon,
"Alakazam." based on the Chinese
novel "The Monkey," 7:30 p.m., LA
11. free.
• Progressive Student Union
program, "Priorities for Living;"
movie, "Guns or Butter," narrated
by Paul Newman; speaker, Vince
Cohen, 8 p.m., Science Complex
131.

Store Board scraps discount
The Associated Students’ Store Board of Directors voted Wednesday
not to give a 5 percent discount on textbooks next year.
The majority of the board felt that the book store's excess profits could
benefit more students in the long run if channeled through the Special
Reserve Trust Fund.
The board also approved the Montana Public Employees Associa
tion salary schedule for bookstore employee salary increases. The MPEA
salary schedule is determined by the Legislature every two years.
It was also announced at the meeting that the bookstore will hold a
two-day, storewide sale later this month at which discounts on all items
that can legally be discounted will be offered.

Good times are great times for the easy taste of

Budw eiser

